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Few have ever denied that Islamic art was concerned with surface decoration. 
Oleg Grabar, What Makes Islamic Art Islamic? 
 
 
It could be that archaeology is fundamentally ill equipped to recover the Islamic sensorium of 
times past. If its verb and site is, dig, what can it make of data that speaks only of the surface, 
that eschews depth? This contribution to the Handbook argues that much of early to premodern 
Islamic material culture makes a virtue of superficiality: hiding nothing but rendering interiority 
as folded exteriority. Even in a three-dimensional environment, a medina, say, there is no there 
there: no innermost core, no journey’s end. The architecture, rather, is just so many folds of a 
wall; an origami art. The contribution additionally proposes that this visual phenomenon is 
related to the fact that in Islamic culture, vision is normatively configured as a sense more haptic 
than optical. Sight touches: glances. It does not see through; that is the prerogative of God, 
rulers, and mystics, and one of the joys of Paradise.1 
 
 
Hapticity and Islamic Ornament  
 
[S]eeing requires close-range vision and a haptic eye, since architecture deliberately 
occurs at the surface, not somewhere beyond it. 




Although it is correct to describe the frequently extensive use of ornament on objects and 
buildings of Islamic material culture in terms of drapes, mantles, sheaths, and other covers, to 
do so is to see the ornament but not to engage with it.2 For whilst Islamic ornament does indeed 
often clothe an object or building, and thus – to use another common description – wraps about 
both like skin, when considered haptically this tissue is not veiling and thereby pointing to a 
deeper profundity.3 It is not, for example, drawing attention to a building’s structural logic or 
an object’s significance.4 Rather, this membrane, that from a distance looks peelable, is inviting 
of a caress, from a seeing hand: a fingering eye. So complex and multifaceted is its composition, 
that it needs to be seen up close; and when it is engaged thus, it is seen more haptically than 
optically. As described by Dominique Clévenot in his treatment of Islamic ornament (here, 
stuccowork):  
 
[It] seems to invite the spectator to draw close to the sculpted surface in 
order to appreciate the finest elements. [This] act of drawing closer 
corresponds to a passage from visual to tactile values, as if the pleasure 
experienced in contemplating this sort of ornamentation had to find its 
fulfilment in the act of touching.5 
 
This is haptic vision: a concept first introduced to art history by Alois Riegel, and significantly 
adapted by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari.6 In this adapted form, it has been intensively 
deployed in Islamic art history by Laura Marks, most prominently in her book, Enfoldment and 
Infinity: An Islamic Genealogy of New Media Art.  
  
In her book, Marks argues that non-figurative, or abstract, ornamental works of Islamic art 
“invite a haptic look – one that moves along their surface and discovers momentary ways to 
make sense of them. [The] active engagement of the beholder is the subject of the work.”7 For 
Marks, Islamic ornament is thus performative, its vector (viz., its power of signification that 
propels a sign to have meaning8) “though supposedly coming from the divine to the human, is 
nonetheless activated by the human receiver.”9 This performativity is latent in the work until 
activated by the beholder, who “unfolds” it with their haptic gaze.10 The unfolding occurs across 
the work’s surface, or skin, which is: 1) not a window into depth, as in Renaissance painting, 
but opaque;11 and 2) the expression of a legible level of enfolded information, or code, that is 
ultimately an index of the Quran’s heavenly prototype, the Umm al-Kitāb.12 Unfolding renders 
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this information perceptible. The process of enfoldment and unfolding gives Marks’ theory of 
Islamic ornamental aesthetics its name. 
  
Although Marks argues that her theory is related to the thought of certain medieval Muslim 
theologians and, especially, philosophers, as with any theory that would claim general historical 
validity because sharing in the ideas of a few specific and uncommon individuals, her selective 
argument is not persuasive. That does not mean, however, that the enfolding-unfolding 
aesthetics she proposes is dismissible; but it might mean that it has no historical value and little 
cultural reach, in spite of the culturally and historically specific chapter titles she uses to 
elaborate the theory.  
 
What widespread, popularly digested historical Islamic sources might justify Marks’s otherwise 
purely subjective decision to consider Islamic ornament more haptically than optically? The 
Iranian architect, Yahya Islami, has, for instance, recently argued for a haptic engagement with 
architecture, terming his provocative, Deleuze and Guattari-derived, depth-defying theory, 
“surficial thought.”13 Even so, historical evidence is required to answer the question; not 
another theory.  
 
In terms of textual sources, the question will be answered in the second part of this essay, when 
the configuration of sight in Islamic culture is addressed. In terms of non-textual sources, one 
can point to the environment in which so much of Islamic culture was produced, the Islamic 
city. That is because this geographically widespread and historically perduring environment is 
better analysed via an embodied, haptic vision, which, like Islamic ornament, the environment 
invites; not a disembodied, optical vision, which the environment does not.14 To that 
environment this essay now turns. 
 
The Islamic city  
To invoke the Islamic city as a category of analysis is to wade into deep waters, so historically 
varied, morphologically multiform, and academically contested is it.15 Without wishing to 
minimise the problems inherent to the category, I risk them to speak of one aspect of the Islamic 
city that does have a basis in fact, not ideology, at least for a certain period of history. That 
aspect is the anfractuous network of streets that is so typical of so much Islamic urbanism from 
at least the late-medieval period until at least the advent of modernity, most especially in the 
residential neighbourhoods. As noted by one of the most trenchant critics of the concept of the 
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Islamic city, this network forms part of an “identity of [urban] organization that is definitely 
present from Marrakesh to Herat.”16  
 
More than sinuousness defines this network but, especially, irregularity and an abundance of 
gated alleys and cul-de-sacs. Together, these features render the streetscape resistant to visual 
legibility and thus also resistant to what Ian Campbell terms the “abstract mapping gaze” of the 
modern subject: the European or European-born visitor, for example.17 In the time of European 
colonialism, this illegibility led to the phenomenon of Europeans exiting the network in order 
to see, describe, and/or photograph the network, a phenomenon Timothy Mitchell terms the 
modern subject’s desire for “the point of view.”18 For example, in Roger Le Tourneau’s attempt 
to see and describe the old city of Fez for his audience back in France, the settler schoolmaster 
first tells the reader that were they simply to walk into this medina they would be plunged into 
incomprehension, so twisting, dense, and all but devoid of free space is it. Instead, he suggests 
they figuratively follow him outside the city walls, to a hillside cemetery overlooking the 
medina. There, among the dead, they will find their point of view.19 There, too, he commences 
his verbal map of the medina, what he terms optically his “portrait” of Fez.20 
 
The illegibility of the streetscape is not just a subjective perception with no basis in empirical, 
architectonic reality: it is not an experience peculiar to the modern subject only.21 It is, rather, 
the appropriate affective response to what is, perhaps, the defining feature of the network: its 
destabilisation of (optical) vision.22 I have written elsewhere on this effect, at least with regard 
to the streetscape of Moroccan medinas, illustrating it photographically and describing it as the 
illusion of perpetual transit, of arrival deferred.23 I have additionally spoken of how this effect 
was institionalised to suggest the existence of another world just beyond the visible horizon.24 
More recently, the Iranian architect and urbanist, Somaiyeh Falahat, has explored the effect 
with regard to the streetscape of premodern Isfahan, terming the architectural space that 
prompts the effect variously as hazar-tu (one thousand withins), tu-dar-tu (within inside 
within), and la-bar-la (fold upon fold).25 All three of these terms reference indigenous Iranian 
concepts; and although each is spatial, none is architecture specific. The first term can be 
securely dated to the nineteenth century;26 the second and third, to at least the medieval period.27 
In a phenomenological description of a walk through both public and residential zones of the 
city, Falahat details the optical effect of this space. Excerpted below is a section of this 
description as it pertains to a neighbourhood; the description differs little from the description 
of the bazaar and adjacent mosque: 
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What happens in the space of the alley with its special curves is in fact a 
challenge of discovery, and with each opening of a new view/way this 
challenge is recommenced. With the passing of the last curve and the 
opening of the last view, the fall of shadows decree that there must be 
another way branching from the alley. Arriving at this point, a narrower 
blind alley can be seen, onto which the doors of some of the houses open. 
[…] This hiding and not directly displaying, suspending access to a goal, 
opening layers within each other, makes the space obscure and strange 
for a non-native […]. Such a visitor cannot communicate with and 
understand this space, so comes to feel as if lost.28 
 
As has also been noted by others, the type of streetscape that I have been discussing is ill 
comprehended optically.29 It is disorienting. The disorientation that it effects allows me propose 
the following: that this type of streetscape belongs to Deleuze and Guattari’s definition of 
smooth, or haptic space. The evidence for this proposal follows below. 
 
Smooth space 
Attempting to rethink space as a complex defined by the historically varying interplay of 
nomadic and sedentary forces, Deleuze and Guattari introduce the concept of “the smooth and 
the striated.”30 To each half of the concept pertains a type of space: to the smooth pertains haptic 
space; to the striated, optical space. Optical space is defined by the requirements of long-
distance vision and a constancy of orientation; haptic space, by the requirements of close-range 
vision and a ceaseless inconstancy of orientation, that is to say, a constant disorientation.31 
Regarding haptic space in specific, Deleuze and Guattari add: 
 
[I]t operates step by step. Examples are the desert, steppe, ice, and sea 
[…]. [O]ne never sees from a distance in a space of this kind, nor does 
one see it from a distance; one is never “in front of,” any more than one 
is “in” (one is “on” …). [T]he eye itself has a haptic, non-optical 
function: no line separates earth from sky, which are of the same 
substance; there is neither horizon nor background nor perspective nor 
limit nor outline or form nor center; there is no intermediary distance, 
or all distance is intermediary.”32 
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Although Ian Campbell correctly notes that the etymological root of the Arabic word for 
labyrinth (matāha), tīh, denotes a trackless, signless space that is anything but labyrinthine 
because devoid of all paths, in the light of Deleuze and Guattari’s understanding of haptic space, 
the labyrinthine Islamic streetscape discussed above is well named by this Arabic root.33 
Striated it might appear on paper when the paths comprising it are mapped out; smooth it in 
fact is. Similar to the Quran’s description of the fate of the Israelites, left to “wander the earth’s 
signless space” (yatīhūna fi al-arḍ) (Q 5:26) for forty years, in this urban tīh one can wander 
lost. 
 
This urban environment is smooth, too, in its lack of distinction between public and private. 
Although this assertion is contrary to the widespread view that Islamic cities make a virtue of 
this distinction, with the public, predominantly male, trading zones and central religious zone 
apparently being distinct from the semi-private and private, predominantly family-only vicinal 
zones,34 in a greatly insightful analysis, Timothy Mitchell explains how the situation is not quite 
so straightforward. His analysis repays citing in full: 
 
André Raymond’s work on the great Arab cities of the eighteenth century 
stresses the distinction between the public world of the mosques and 
markets on the main thoroughfares, and the private world enclosed 
around the courtyards of the houses, which opened not on to the street but 
on to blind alleyways whose gates to the street were always closed at 
night. In Ottoman Cairo, these impasses leading to courtyards are said to 
have formed almost half the total length of the city’s streets. […] But 
[this] distinction between the public exterior and the domestic enclosure 
was not some fixed boundary. The market streets were lines of 
penetration from outside the city, where external routes extended into the 
urban interior. They too formed only a “hollow enclosure” like the 
courtyard, as Roberto Berardi has written, stretched out in linear form to 
contain the visiting stranger. They too had gates, separating the city into 
quarters. […] The city, writes Berardi, is “a network made up of 
enclosures, of prohibitions and accorded rights. There is no more than a 
sliding between its moment of permission and its moment of prohibition. 
It is in fact this sliding between degrees of opening and accessibility, of 
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closure and exclusion, that seems to be lived out in everyday practice.” 
Rather than a fixed boundary dividing the city into two parts, public and 
private, outside and inside, there are degrees of accessibility and 
exclusion determined variously by the relations between the persons 
involved, and by the time and the circumstance.35 
  
On Mitchell’s rereading of this premodern period of Islamic urbanism – the same period that I 
have been discussing – the city’s space is defined by fluidity, not rigidity; by smoothness, not 
striation. Its zones of exclusion and accessibility are defined and redefined as if by sliding 
screens; not static boundaries. 
  
Fold upon fold 
For all that this period of the Islamic city is noticeable for its high-sided, commonly blind, 
contiguous walls that define its particular streetscape and thus prompt the adjective, 
labyrinthine, in daily life these walls have an almost two-dimensional, purely planar quality.36 
Because the zones of exclusion and accessibility that they define expand and contract relative 
to time, person, and circumstance, exactly as per Mitchell’s analysis, the walls are better 
understood as just so many slipping surfaces. That these walls seem to slide over each other is 
the optical experience of the person walking in the city, exactly as per Falahat’s description of 
Isfahan.37 That they enclose no innermost core, no journey’s end, is pace Falahat the reality of 
the labyrinth:  
 
The labyrinth always has two centers: where one is and where one desires 
to be. […] To emerge from the labyrinth is equivalent to entering a new 
labyrinth. The labyrinth itself is the place of its own passage.38  
 
In this labyrinthine reality, when the pedestrian reaches the Friday mosque, for example, their 
spiritual journey resumes. When they arrive at their house, in the courtyard’s well of sky, the 
cosmos addresses them.39  
  
Although the image of the city as an origami construction is flawed, in that its walls are pierced 
for the pedestrian’s passage across them, the city’s superficiality is well caught by the image. 
This is especially true when one considers that the contiguity of these walls creates the illusion 
of a city made, like an origami item, from just one sheet of material: one wall, repeatedly 
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folded.40 Through these folds the pedestrian passes; and because exteriority and interiority are 
effects of these folds, interiority being folded exteriority, the pedestrian remains all the while 
on their surface, never going deeper. The appropriateness of Falahat’s third indigenous Iranian 





The forming of the five senses is a labour of the entire history of the world down to 
the present.  
Karl Marx, Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 
 
 
In the foregoing section of this essay, I have attempted to show how the environment that 
produced so much of Islamic material culture, the Islamic urban environment, is reasonably 
understood as a site of surficiality, to employ the neologism of the aforementioned Yahya 
Islami, at least with regard to the late medieval and premodern periods. If, as Laura Marks has 
argued, Islamic ornament should be viewed more haptically than optically because pertaining 
to an enfolding-unfolding aesthetics, then this urban environment would seem to be cut from a 
similar aesthetic cloth. As such, it adds contextual weight to Marks’s argument. In the present 
section of the essay, I shall argue that normatively configured vision in Islamic societies is also 
more haptic than optical, in that Islamic law encourages a type of interpersonal look that glances 
upon, but does not stare at, its object.  
 
Inevitably, this argument can be little more than glancing itself, given the space constraints of 
the essay, not to mention the sheer volume of primary sources one would need to cover to 
provide an historically nuanced account of looking. Even so, because of the relative paucity of 
systematic, explicit scholarly engagement with the Islamic sensorium, one must court the risk 
of ahistorical over-simplification, even if only to point to some of the secondary literature that 
exists already on the subject.  
  
Glance not gaze 
In a sound hadith, the Prophet is alleged to have said: “If a man looks (aṭlaʿa) at you without 
permission, and [in response] you throw a stone at him and knock his eye out, there is no sin in 
this.”41 Although Islamic culture is not unique in condemning staring, the vehemence that its 
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foundational texts unleash against those who do stare is marked, as shown by this and related 
prophetic hadiths.42 This degree of dislike perhaps explains why, in the time of European 
colonialism, when Muslims had more extensive contact with people who did apparently stare, 
some recorded their surprise. “One of the characteristics of the French is to look inquisitively 
(taṭalluʿ) and get excited at everything new,” commented an Egyptian Imam who lived in Paris 
from 1826 to 1831.43 Another Muslim visitor to Europe commented: “Regardless of the winter 
and the snow, both men and women came in carriages, on horseback, and on foot, to look at us 
and contemplate us.”44 
 
Very possibly the ethics of looking do not apply when the person stared at is from another 
culture and society, such that one can set no store by this last comment. What one can set store 
by are the Islamic texts that indicate the appropriate manner of looking when before that which 
the eye wants to see more. Of course, there is presumably a distinction between looking at 
another person and looking at material culture; but if looking is normatively habituated in a 
particular way by way of societal injunctions, one might suppose this habituation would obtain 
even in cases of looking at things not people, at least in the first instance. The act of recognition 
is common to be both types of looking: both person and material culture must first be recognised 
for what they are: person or ornament, say. Thereafter, scrutiny of the ornament may or may 
not occur, just as staring at the person may or may not occur (and because of the societal 
injunctions, most probably will not). This act of recognition is an habitual affair, as noted by 
the great Muslim scholar of vision, Ibn al-Haytham (d. ca. 1040), known in medieval Europe 
as Alhazen.45 
  
A game of glances 
Addressing his cousin, the Prophet is alleged to have said: “Do not follow one look (naẓra) 
with another look; for the first is for you, but the last is not for you.”46 In this canonic hadith, a 
playful game, or “ludics” of the glance might be said to be initiated. Looking and then 
immediately looking away, is positive: a pleasure. Such is the play of the glance. Looking and 
then immediately looking again, is negative: a sin.47 Such is the iniquity of the gaze. The biblical 
story of the eventually punished David and the ogled Bathsheba, not recounted in the Quran, 
might even be said to provide divine legitimacy to this game, for as the jurist, Muḥammad al-
Shawkānī (d. 1834), explains:  
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David did not intend looking at [Bathsheba] (lam yataʿmmad al-naẓar); 
however, he then looked at her a second time. The first look counted for 
him, the second against him.48  
 
In an important contribution to the habituation of normative vision in the Islamic world, Ze’ev 
Maghen notes: “Muslims must learn to tear their eyes away instantly from anything that, or 
anyone who, may divert them from the straight path.”49 That is correct. However, as the two 
previous quotes spell out, firstly looking at that something or someone is absolutely licit; the 
Prophet himself had acted no differently with Zaynab, the famously beautiful wife of his 
adopted son, Zayd. One day, when standing outside their house, the Prophet had unintentionally 
seen Zaynab in a state of near undress; the glimpse left him simultaneously flustered and 
overcome with desire, and he immediately departed; a divorce and a short while later he had 
married her. As this story is related in the more contemporary language of the Muslim 
historiographer, al-Ṭabari (d. 923):   
 
The Messenger of God came to the house of Zayd […] so as to ask, 
“Where is Zayd?” […] Zaynab bt. Jahsh, Zayd’s wife, rose to meet him. 
Because she was dressed only in a shift, the Messenger of God turned 
away from her. She said: “He is not here, Messenger of God. Come in, 
you who are as dear to me as my father and mother!” The Messenger of 
God refused to enter. Zaynab had dressed in haste when she was told “the 
Messenger of God is at the door.” She had jumped up in haste and excited 
the admiration of the Messenger of God, so that he turned away 
murmuring something that could scarcely be understood. However, he 
did say overtly: “Glory be to God the Almighty! Glory be to God, who 
causes hearts to turn!” […] After that day, Zayd could find no possible 
way to [approach Zaynab]. […] He separated from her and left her, and 
she became free [to marry the Prophet].50 
 
The first look was for the Prophet: he looked and immediately looked away. That is to say, he 
glanced and took licit pleasure. Thereafter followed prolonged licit pleasure with the object of 




“From God nothing is hidden,” asserts the Quran, adding, “God sees the things you do.”51 The 
assertion is replicated in one of God’s quranic names, al-Baṣīr: the Seer or All-Seeing. God 
stares; and before this stare all becomes transparent. If, as the preceding paragraphs have 
argued, staring is disavowed for Muslims in the here and now, the situation is reversed in the 
hereafter; for in Paradise, Muslims may stare to their hearts’ content. Similar to God’s stare, 
much of what they stare at there falls pellucid before their eyes: the thigh marrow of each man’s 
seventy-two consorts, notwithstanding the seventy dresses that each consort wears; the obverse 
panels of gates and the interiors of rooms, notwithstanding the viewer’s opposite location to 
both; the white hairs in the black beards of men, notwithstanding the thousand-year distance 
between subject and object, viewer and beard; and the faces of the prophets and other religious 
exemplars who inhabit castles so distant they are “like stars on the horizon.”52 
 
Back on earth, this kind of penetrative vision is attributed only to rulers and the most spiritually 
advanced. Concerning the latter group, which predominantly comprises Sufis, the most succinct 
evidence for this claim is a sound hadith that “forms the basis of an elaborate structure of 
mystical theosophy in the writings of the […] Sufis.”53 The hadith reads as follows: 
 
The Prophet said: “God said, ‘[…] My servant continues to draw near to 
Me with supererogatory works until I love him. And when I love him, I 
am his hearing with which he hears, his seeing with which he sees, his 
hand with which he strikes, and his leg with which he walks. […].’”54 
  
Concerning rulers, as God’s shadow on earth, it would be little surprising to find them attributed 
with omniscient vision in courtly panegyrics.55 In the absence of such textual evidence known 
to me, the evidence I shall present comes from Islamic palatine architecture. It indicates a desire 




The miradors, or viewing points, of early to late-medieval Muslim palaces comprised not just 
pavilions of the type for which the Alhambra is justly famous, but, inter alia, also throne-
rooms.56 The so-called Salón Rico of the tenth-century palace, Madinat al-Zahraʾ, just outside 
of Cordoba, is a good example of such a throne-room designed with a specific view in mind. 
As the recent publication of Felix Arnold has shown with precision, from the back of this 
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throne-room, where the ruler would have sat, a mathematically calibrated view opened up: first 
over the throne-room itself, and then, via the open arches of the entrance façade, through and 
out over the garden beyond.57  
 
Of such meticulously framed, sovereign views as this, D. Fairchild Ruggles writes:  
 
The mirador, as the origin of seeing, represents the subject/viewer – the 
king – and the view that is proffered is seen through his perspective, 
emphasizing by its breadth and its limits the extent of his lordship over 
the seen landscape, his domain. […] The positioning of the patron as the 
earthly counterpart of God, the ultimate creator according to the Qurʾān, 
seems blasphemous, but we already know that [Muslim rulers] 
approached the brink of acceptability on many other occasions, even 
crossing it […].58 
 
To emphasise the otherness of this type of view, Ruggles adds: 
 
The opening up of space to allow long sight lines and sweeping views 
was more dramatic in the medieval Islamic context than a modern reader 
might initially realize. In the medieval environment, walls, doors, 
screens, and veils curtailed vision at every pass. Houses were not to be 
seen, except in a controlled manner by selected individuals and at select 
time; bodies were not to be seen, again except for a few individuals under 
controlled circumstances; and even in the supposedly public spaces of the 
city […] there were few occasions when long-range views encompassing 
large spaces and many people were possible. […] Vision was a tightly 
controlled experience; it had social power and as such was not available 




In this essay I have argued that in Islamic culture, architecture and vision extol the virtues of 
the surface. The ornament draping buildings celebrate it, texturing and colouring it, whilst 
simultaneously inviting viewers to come in close, as if it to caress it with their eyes. Vision is 
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normatively habituated to look superficially, not penetratively: to look more haptically than 
optically. This disciplined vision caresses more than ornament. Over everything it glances in 
ludic play.  
 
If these conclusions are to have any significance in archaeology, the student of Islamic 
archaeology must relinquish whatever vestiges remain of their uncritical trust in the 
traditionally inscrutable, depth-seeking gaze of scholarship. Unless, of course, they would be 
sovereign! If these conclusions are to have any traction in the study of Islamic material culture 
more generally, they must be taken for what they are: initial clearings in a vast arena, inviting 
of further consideration. Such further consideration might include a discussion of staring in 
terms of the evil eye (al-ʿayn) and extramission, or the theory of vision to which belief in the 
evil eye is related; and a discussion of superficiality in terms of the greatly influential quranic 
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